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• The Work Package provides a demonstration of the
end-to-end connection from observations - including a
new generation/specification for sea level observations to their wider availability and use by a wide variety of
stakeholders by combining and incorporating existing
products into new decision-making tools for operations,
policy and planning.
• This WP has two distinct strands, with overlaps and
interactions:
– An end-to-end demonstrator from climate quality sea
level measurement to sea level services with a focus
on the Mediterranean then linking with developing
countries (e.g. North Africa)
– A demonstration of integrated observations and
models supplying oceanographic services at the
service of ports and cities

• Despite there being 164 ocean variables available on
CMEMS, there is still insufficient actionable information
on regional sea level changes that users (including
planners and policy makers) can access

• The Sea Level Advice Demonstrator will accelerate
capabilities for making informed decisions about sea
level changes, initially for Europe but with the potential
for the tools to be used globally
• This WP would advance current capabilities from the
measurements (tide gauges and satellite altimetry),
through the data processing (automatic quality control,
rapid and automated trend analysis) to a set of new
decision-making frameworks designed around user
needs.
• We will develop a consistent approach for combining
sparse tide gauge data with satellite altimetry in order to
deliver a spatially complete picture of sea level changes.

EuroSea Task 5.1.1 Low cost and maintenance free
tide gauges

NOC has a history of installing sea level monitoring systems in remote and hostile
locations. 3 recent Caribbean installations were designed for developing
economies, encompassing:
• Minimal ongoing costs so all
installations used solar power
and free satellite telecoms
• Tsunami capability (i.e. high
frequency real-time sampling
and resilient structures)
• Easy maintenance by local
operators
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EuroSea Task 5.1.1 Low cost and maintenance free
tide gauges

For EuroSea, NOC and PdE will develop the technology further to supply a core
system of dual sea level sensors, datalogger, telecoms and a GNSS receiver, but
will customise each system to meet additional specific needs at each location
• Alexandria – Tsunami capable technology with a high quality GNSS receiver
to harness GNSS-Interferometric Reflectometry, monitoring both land and sea
levels simultaneously and removing the need for expensive levelling
exercises.
• Barcelona – Lightning detectors for short term forecasts to facilitate oil
industry
• Taranto – focus on measuring significant wave height using GNSS-IR
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Task 5.1.2. Optimisation of combined tide gauge data
and satellite altimetry
Aim: To produce statistically rigorous estimates of coastal and basin average
sea-level trends in the Mediterranean Sea by combining tide gauge and satellite
altimetry data through statistical methods.
Mediterranean and global mean sea level from
two tide-gauge-altimetry reconstructions

Sea-level trends in the
Mediterranean Sea can
deviate significantly from the
global average.
For the period 1950-2008,
the trends are:
Med: 1.1 ± 0.1 mm/yr
Global: 1.8 ± 0.1 mm/yr
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Task 5.1.2. Optimisation of combined tide gauge data
and satellite altimetry
The problem: Information on long-term sea
level changes comes primarily from tide
gauges. These are spatially sparse and only
located on the coast. Satellite altimetry
provides observations with better coverage, but
only since 1992.

Tide gauges used in the Mediterranean
reconstruction of Calafat & Jorda (2011)

corrupted
waveform

Additionally, conventional altimetry
observations are unreliable in the coastal
zone. This can lead to a shortfall in the
performance of sea-level reconstructions
that combine tide gauge and altimetry data.
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Task 5.1.2. Optimisation of combined tide gauge data
and satellite altimetry SAR provides much higher
along-track resolution

Our approach: Recent advances in altimetry retracking
as well as the launch of new generation SAR altimeters
allow us now to make a better connection between tide
gauge and altimetry observations. We will exploit these
advances to produce an improved Mediterranean
sea-level reconstruction by combining tide gauge and
altimetry data through a reduced space optimal
interpolation (see Calafat and Gomis, 2009).

Credit: R. K. Raney

The new reconstruction will be used to:
• Reassess drivers of sea-level changes.
• Produce new estimates of sea-level trends at ungauged coastal locations.
• Produce a new estimate of the Mediterranean average sea level trend, and
interpret this in the light of global mean sea level rise.
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Task 5.2 Oceanographic services at
the service of ports and cities
(OSPAC)

Main Objective of task 5.2 : OSPAC

• Create an integrated set of tools and measuring
instruments that will provide an operational
service to the city and the adjacent port in order
to minimize risks and improve environmental
management
• The Task will work directly with Barcelona,
Taranto and Alexandria
• The products and services will provide several
socio-economic impacts and benefits

T5.2.1 Model downscaling (task leader:
UPC, partner: UPC, CMCC), Deliverables
D5.3, D5.4, PM1 - PM36:

• High-resolution operational forecast systems for wave,
sea level, sea surface temperature, and circulation will be
developed at all test sites.
• The open boundary conditions for the forecast systems
will be provided by the CMEMS systems.
• The systems will run on daily basis at Puertos del Estado
and CMCC facilities, and the results will be exploited by
the OSPAC software system (task 5.2.3).
• This Task connects to the data integration for
multi-hazards forecasting in WP4.

WP5.2.1: Example of model downscaling: Taranto

Surface currents (m/s)

▪ The Port of Taranto is a port
serving Taranto (in southeastern
of Italy).
▪ One of the first in Italy for
freight traffic.
▪ Located on the northern coast of
the Taranto Gulf, in Mar Grande,
heavily human impacted area.
▪ Plays
an
important
role
commercially and strategically.

WP5.2.1: Example of model downscaling: Taranto
3D fully baroclinic thermo-hydrodynamic model (SHYFEM) for Port of Taranto
Model: Finite Element model with variable horizontal resolution (up to 20m in the port)
Model fields: 3D currents, temperature and salinity, sea level + waves
From Regional (MFS-CMEMS)…

... to coastal …

... to port scale

Unstructured grid

Seamless
modelling
from Sub-Regional to
Coastal to Port scale

T5.2.2 Instrumentation deployment at
test sites (task leader: NOC, partner:
EPPE, CMCC), Deliverables D5.9, PM1 - PM36
• The novel multi-parametric equipment developed in
task 5.1.1 will be implemented at the test sites.
• Final configuration will depend on site requirements.
• All the real time data will be integrated in the OSPAC
software and used for multiple purposes, e.g. real time
alerts, model validation, monitoring of conditions for
operations, etc.

T5.2.3 OSPAC software development
(task leader: Nologin, partner: EPPE,
CMCC, LIM), Deliverables D5.5, PM1 - PM36
The new OSPAC software will have the following
capabilities:
1) Real time alert based on the monitoring stations
deployed at task 5.2.2;
2) Forecast of the sea-conditions at the Port and the
city. Link it with an alert system (SMS and e-mail);
3) Forecast of rip currents at the city beach.
4) Flushing times forecast for each Port and its docks
5) Floating debris (including plastics) forecast tool for
city and Port.

T5.2.4 Demonstration of the tools at
two European sites (task leader:
EPPE, partner: NOC, CMCC,
Nologin), Deliverables D5.10, D5.11 PM36 - PM42
• During the last 6 months of the project, the
system will be optimized and intensively
tested in full cooperation with the users
(Port and City).
• The OSPAC software will integrate the data
from the monitoring instrumentation and
forecasts systems, providing service to final
users.

T5.2.5 Demonstration of the tools at a
non-European site (task leader: EPPE,
partner: NOC, CMCC, Nologin),
Deliverables D5.6, PM36 - PM42
• For the case of the African test site (Alexandria,
Egypt), this will be complemented by a capacity
building activity in order to provide sustainability to
the system.
• The capacity building will be based on supporting
two visits of two local technicians to acquire
appropriate skills for the installation and
maintenance of the station and the operation of the
software [and will be flexible to include attendance at
EuroGOOS training events, where appropriate]
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